
Feature: practice

When profiling one facet of a patient's language, speech therapists
must think of the others in the same systematic way. We must
remember that the parts comprising a person's language fit
together as a whole and cannot be completely isolated from each
other. says Professor David Crystal.

Putting profiles
into practice

Let us imagine the following situation.
A speech therapist has decided to de
scribe a patient's grammatical ability
in a system<ltic way because it isn't ob
vious. just by listening to the patient.
what is going on. She decides to carry
out a profile rather than a test because
she wants her description to be com
prehensive and detailed rather than
short and selective.

Having put aside some time for the
task. she records a sample, and trans
cribes what is said. She chooses

LARSP (it's my imagination, so why
no(')), analyses the various grammatic
al features according to the framework
it presents. and transfers these to the
profile chart. She stares at the com
pleted chart and detects a pattern.
The patient seems to be at Stage three
but there are some curious gaps and
imbalances to be investigated. She
draws a heavy black line across the
chart, emphasising the pattern, and
circles the gaps.

\Veaknesses

Enough there to provide input for
several sessions of grammatical ther
apy. she thinks. and proceeds to plan
her next session. Two particular weak
nesses catch her eye. The patient has
many verb-object constructions (eg
rcad r/lc hook) but hardly any subject
"crb constructions (eg (he 11/(/11 is rcad

illg). Also. few adjectives are used
producing odd gaps at early phrase
1c\(:ls.

"Good." says the therapist (not. of
course, referring to the patient),
"that's the profiling done", and she
rummages in the cupboard where she
knows there's some action cards and

books showing big vs small. happy vs
sad. etc. If asked, she would doubtless

say she was putting her profile into
rractice.

The trouble is. she isn't - yet. And
the pmfiling isn't yet done. There is
still an enormous gap between her pro-
~

filing persona and her therapist perso
na, and this must be bridged to make
her therapy as rational and systematic
as her assessment.

Profiling is simply a way of making
people think systematically about a
phenomenon - an essential step, in my
view, for something as multi-faceted
as language. There would be no need
for language profiles if people could
instantly identify language patterns.

Pragmatic
In the present case, the therapist has

decided she needs to do some systema
tic work on this patient to provide her
therapy with a rational, defensible
foundation, and she does so - up to a
point. Ironically, when she reaches the
most important step of all, when deci
sions about specific remedial tasks
must be made, she stops being sys
tematic and thorough and begins to be
ad hoc and pragmatic. The careful
reasoning which led her to define and
isolate certain grammatical variables is
abandoned as she searches for the
cards which represent various actions
and attributes. The only reasoning
routinely used is that the cards should
be clear and convincing representa
tions of the concepts selected (run
ning, jumping, climbing .... big,
small, red, blue ... ) and appropriate
to the patient's cognitive and matur
ational level. The same would apply if
she had chosen to use objects, dolls or
photographs.

Grammar
But there is something fundamental

ly wrong here. Surely the same kind of
careful reasoning must be used when
selecting materials? If the cards pre
sent us with running, jumping, and
climbing, how do we know this selec
tion of lexical items is the best we

might make for this patient? Are rUII,

jump and climb in the patient's voca
bulary yet? Are they in his compre-

hens ion , but not production (or vice
versa)? Are they the most useful verbs
to present him with? In what range of
social circumstances might he put
these verbs to immediate spontaneous
use, thus ensuring some degree of
'carryover'? Is th;re somewhere to
run, jump. and climb at home? Or are
these actions some of those which his

mother proscribes. on pain of punish
ment - dOll't jump 011 (he furniture,
climb on (he sideboard elc?

The same would apply to the selec
tion of attributes made in order to

teach adjectives. Apart from colour
(which stands out as presenting well
recognized conceptual problems) little
attention is paid to the semantic con
tent or pragmatic value of different
adjective fields. Why should we
choose. say. the dimension of size
rather than shape, or time rather than
emotion? Is f{/[lthin just as good as
long/short (or should it be tall/short or
(all/small?) and does it matter whether
it is a girl or a boy who is tall, or a cat
or a dog which is fat?

Yes, it matters, as these two cases
illustrate. A five-year-old language
disordered boy. of normal intelli
gence, had great difficulty working
with verbs where the action referred to

had no clear end point (atelic verbs),
such as look, play and walk. On the
other hand, he worked well with such
verbs as kick and jump, where there
was a definite end point (telic verbs).
He's jumpillg was easy; he's walking
was difficult. Another child, of similar
age and background, had worked out a
rule that only humans could be tall.
"Which olle's tall?", said the therapist,
showing two men of different heights.
"Th{/( ~lIe," said the child, poi~ting
correctly. "Which olle's tall?" said the
therapist. showing one very high and
one very low building. and the child
became confused.

Semantic analysis
It is time to introduce a general prin

ciple. It is impossible to implement the
findings of a grammatical profile in
therapy without carrying out some de
gree of semantic analysis first. The

therapist docs not teac'h grammar by
using such categories as Adj, Aux and
Det. Once an abstract grammatical
'frame' has been selected (such as de
terminer + adjective + noun + auxili
ary + main verb). she must put flesh
on it by choosing specific lexical items.
It has to be {/ f{l( Il/an is I'I/lllling or {/
red hen is crying, or whatever. But the
choice betwcen fll( and red or 1'1/11 and
cry should be made on just as systema
tic a set of principles as those used to
select the grammatical frame in the
first place.

Turning this into profile-speak: to
implement LARSP. we need to
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PRISM-L. We need to have thought

systematically about the selection ~of
vocabulary, and one way of getting the
mind moving is to see how vocabulary
can be organised into semantic fields
and to plot the range of lexical types
and tokens used. This, is what the

David Crystal: teach one thing at a time

semantic profile. known as PRISM-L.
does. It clearly displays which lexical
items are used and how often. On
LARSP we see that one patient is us
ing SVO 32 times. On PRISM-L we
see that the only verbs she is using are
do, go, be, have and get: the 'V' isn't
really as strong as the LARSP chart
made it appear. By contrast, another
patient also has 32 SVO constructions
and PRISM-L shows him to be using
run, bash, lift, tell, look, and several
others.

PRISM-L directs the therapy by
motivating the selection of the lexical
items to slot into the grammatical
frames. If we want to teach the gram
matical frame above then it would be
wise to choose lexical items which are

familiar to the patient. If we are
teaching a piece of new grammar. it
would be loading the dice against the
patient to require him simultaneously
to use some new vocabulary. This is no
more than an application of the 'teach
one thing at a time' principle. But the
only way to know what items are
familiar to the patient is to keep a re
cord of the vocabulary he uses or
which is used to him. Not as vast a task
as it sounds. Parents and next-of-kin

are very good at keeping lexical diaries
in this way. I would not ask an un
trained person to keep a record of pro
nunciation or grammar (because they
normalise so much) but I rarely en
counter problems with vocabulary lists
(as long as a note is also kept of con
t~xt, eg rap (on sink) vs tap (knock).

So is that it? Putting a grammatical
profile like LARSP into practice simp
ly requires the use of a semantic pro
file like PRISM-L?

Unfortunately not. the same argu
ment has to be repeated for all do
mains of language structure. Before
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we can decide which actual sentences

to use to teach a grammatical frame,
we need to have thought systematical
ly about the other variables which in
teract with it - such as the pronuncia
tion of the different lexical items, the
semantic roles played by the different
elements of the sentence, and its

rhythmical complexity.

Pronunciation

In the case of pronunciation, for ex
ample, it would be silly to begin
teaching a new frame, such as SVO, by
choosing the lexical item cow as sub
ject if it were known that the patient
has particular difficulty with initial 'k'.
Many patients have problems with
consonant clusters and it would he un
wise to use such items as small or drink

in teaching a new frame. If we want
the patient's attention and limited pro
cessing skills to be focussed on gram
mar. his task will be much easier if
other linguistic demands made upon
him are well within his competence.

The same principle applies to the
choice of rhythmical patterns. A pa
tient who has difficulty copying even
short sequences of strong and weak
beats is not going to be very happy
with sentence frames of the sort The X

is Ying which present him with a sequ
ence of two weak/strong units. And
likewise, within the area of semantic
roles such as actor, location, temporal.
the careless choice of a role can make

the grammatical task impossible. For
example, in teaching subject-verb
adverbial. the therapist needs to be
very clear about whether the adverbial
is to be manner, eg he's walking quick
ly, time he's walking now, or location
he's walking home. Faced with a pa
tient with temporal-spatial problems,
we would presumably not choose
adverbials of time or location in

teaching SV A.

Semantic role confusion

Another example of semantic role
confusion is a scven-\'ear-old

language-disordered boy who had
been taught a good animal vocabulary,
and often produced sentences like I
can see a horse or the man's riding a
horse. But it emerged that he had
learned these animal names only as
goals of actions - in other words,
things that you could do actions to. He
was unaware that animals could them
selves do actions. He could not re

spond correctly to such questions ils
{he horse is chasing the IIwn or the
horse is I\"alking. You could chase,
ride, even walk a horse, but horses
could not chase, walk or ride (in a
horse-box, for instance) .

Information about pronunciation,
rhythm and intonation, and semantic
roles must be obtained if a systematic

decision about grammatical teaching is
to be made. The profiles known as
PROPH, PROP and PRISM-G were
devised to enahle such systematic
statements to be made, but any compa
rable procedures would do. The im
pQrtant point is that all these factors,
as well as the selection of vocabulary,
intluence the use of a grammatical
construction. The therapist should be
aware of this kind of interaction so
that the final choice of sentence, the

one the patient is actually presented
with, is informed and genuinely facili
tating. Unfortunately, all too often,
lexical items are chosen with scant re

gard for their phonological. rhythmic
al. and other properties.

Interaction

So, putting LA RSP into practice
means bearing in mind the reinforce
ment or interference caused by other
domains of language where some pro
filing needs to be done. to be sure
what is going on. Similarly, if we are
putting PRISM-L, or PROPH, or any
profile into practice, the same interac
tion needs to be considered. For exam

ple. there should be no teaching of
pronunciation without some thought
being given to the grammatical. rhyth
mical and lexical implications of what
we are doing. The teaching of
phonemes through the technique of
minimal pairs, as in pot and cor, re
quires that a contrast be presented
within words (which are grammatical
units that make sense only in sent
ences), are of comparable stress (a
matter of prosody), and which corre
late with differences of meaning (a
matter of semantics).

Reconstructing
All this is little more than a linguistic

interpretation of a therapeutic axiom:
the patient is a whole person. The pa
tient's language is whole, too. and we
should never take it to pieces and put
one part under the linguistic micro
score without the firm intention of
putting it back together again. But as
anyone who has attempted to repair a
bicycle or a Hoover knows, taking
things to bits is infinitely easier than
reconstructing them. So often we are
left with a spring or a nut which
doesn't seem to fit anywhere. All too
frequently, the machine works worse,
or not at all. after our tampering.
"You should have left it alone", says
the man in the shop.

We mustn't end up in this position.
Nor shall we, if publications like
Speech Therapy in Practice succeed.

• David Crystal was Professor of
Linguistic Science at Reading Univer
sity until this year and is Editor of
Child Language Teaching and Therapy,


